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E. TIDAL REDUCERS ~,..y~ aeA:are/,,;,, 4/al~y-. 
Preliminary reduction of each day's work was done using pre
dicted tides for station 2831 at Fernandina Beach for ITEM G, 
station 2821 at St. Mary's Entrance for ITEM I and station 
2781 at St. Simon's Light for ITEM J. No predicted tide data 
was supplied, so this was extrapolated from tide tables. Tide 
curves for each day have been included in the data submitted 
herein. Actual tide data was requested from and supplied by 
the Rockville Office. See Attachment X. 

F. JUNCTIONS 
N.A. 

G. SPLITS 
N.A. 

H. GROUNDINGS AND HANGS 
The bottom was quite irregular in this area so despite constant 
efforts, several groundings were encountered. In addition to 
these mud hangs, on several occasions a portion of the drag was 
pulled along the bottom. In such cases, the area is not claimed 
at a specific depth, but rather referenced as having been '~ire 
swept." Further note is made in subsequent sections upon this 
matter. .,. /-e/.,t"..,..J,.,:~d"r'M -~ f/.e... 
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The hanos encountered were as follows: i'1° r.~ n. /e4,..._,,,, .. h~,a.~·;,,. ,., rner'c;(.,,,., ,.,,,.,t '-':Sed / _ 'J 

1.) B Day: A possible mud ban n the area of ITEM . In- h,_s wd1.. ,,,
0
J ~. 

2.) C Day: 

3.) D Day: 

4.) D Day: 

dica ons suggested a possible double hang, al- ,,,., c I b z:I:0

:
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• .,. 

though divers were not sent down. Lat. 30°01.25' ~ 
Long. 81°12.57'. 

This hang plotted over the hang encountered on n1.a~ ~cr-415' 
B Day and assumed to be a :rounding. Dive~µ.~ o 
investigated and found a<:lilrge metal wr~lying 
in 48 ft. of water with 35 ft. of water above 
it. All depths by divers gau~es. Lat. 31°01.28' 
Long. 81°12. 54' ,(See Review Reper-t-section 4-C 

Strip 1: This was a clearing attem~t for ITEM~ 
J, but failed with an eff ec tiveddepth of 33. 0 ft. ( Han9) 
-&ased on ~redieted tides. 

Strip 3: This hang occurred during the investi• 
gation of ITEM I. Divers were deployed, but en
countered zerq visibility, to the point of being 
.unable to see their depth gauges or anything else, 
and returned to the surface without finding the 
hang. The drag hung at an effective depth of 
~ ft. --hased gn predieted tides. 
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